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Precisemodeling of nonconservative forces is becoming increasingly important for deep-space and interplanetary

missions, especially those with strict targeting requirements. Apparent errors in the solar radiation pressure model

are often corrected with estimated scale factors in the orbit determination process. For example, several European

Space Agency deep-space spacecraft have estimated solar radiation pressure scale factors between 1.05 and 1.15.

This work shows that including separate thermal accelerationmodels can account formany of these apparent errors

in the solar radiation pressure modeling. Using the Rosetta spacecraft as an example, a steady-state thermal model

that is applicable to the cruise phases of interplanetary missions is described. The surface temperatures on the

spacecraft body are solved in closed form,whereas those on the solar panel front and rear surfaces are solvedwith an

iterative numerical procedure. The thermal model is validated by comparing the predicted thermal radiation

acceleration with the remaining unmodeled acceleration extracted from the operational orbit estimates. The solar

array temperatures from this model also agree with finite element method results and thermistor telemetry to within

several degrees.

Nomenclature

A = surface area, m2

AAl = ratio of aluminum and honeycomb densities
a = acceleration vector, m=s2

ak = component of aobs parallel to s, m=s2

a? = component of aobs normal to s, m=s2

C = acceleration coefficient, m=s2

c = speed of light, m=s
E = percent error in acceleration
F = reference frame
GC = honeycomb conduction coefficient, W � m�2 �K�1
GR = honeycomb radiation coefficient, W � m�2 �K�4
h = honeycomb thickness, m
k = aluminum conductivity,W � m�1 �K�1
m1 = Fm x-axis unit vector
m2 = Fm y-axis unit vector
m3 = Fm z-axis unit vector
m = mass, kg
n = unit vector normal to surface
q = heat flux,W=m2

r = heliocentric distance, AU
s = sun-direction unit vector
T = temperature, K
t = time, s

�t = time step, s
v = velocity vector, m=s
� = absorptivity
� = emissivity
� = sun incidence angle, rad
�Al = aluminum density, kg=m3

�d = diffuse fraction of reflected sunlight
�h = honeycomb core density, kg=m3

�s = specular fraction of reflected sunlight
� = Stefan-Boltzmann constant,W � m�2 �K�4
� = angle between m2 and s, rad

Subscripts

ave = average value across honeycomb
f = solar array front surface
i = solar array inner surface
in = heat flux into surface
j = bus face index
m = mechanical frame
mli = multilayer insulation surface
obs = observed acceleration
obsNG = observed nongravitational acceleration
out = heat flux out of surface
r = solar array rear surface
sa = solar array
srp = solar radiation pressure
sun = solar heat flux
ther = thermal radiation
trans = heat transfer through solar array
1 = first acceleration model
2 = second acceleration model

I. Introduction

S PACECRAFTmissions having rendezvous or flyby phases with
objects in deep space (e.g., planets, small-bodies) require

accurate targeting. This targeting is partially achieved with orbit
determination (OD) and orbit propagation; both functions require
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accurate models of the acceleration acting on the spacecraft. Of
course, gravitational acceleration is the dominant factor, and the
gravity models are known with high precision. However, non-
conservative forces from thermal radiation emitted from spacecraft
surfaces and solar radiation pressure (SRP) impinging on the space-
craft are more difficult to model because they rely on spacecraft-
dependent surface parameters (e.g., thermo-optical properties,
geometry, temperatures).

The SRP acceleration is typically the largest nongravitational
perturbation acting on a deep-space satellite, and its effects have been
studied thoroughly in the past. However, mismodeled SRP dynamics
often require SRP-related terms to be estimated in the OD process.
For example, You et al. [1] describe an OD strategy, applicable to the
Stardust deep-space mission, to estimate constant SRP model terms
(i.e., specular and diffuse coefficients, surface area) along with
stochastic small-force thruster models. Another OD strategy is to
estimate an SRP scale factor, which is a scalar multiplier on the main
component of the modeled SRP acceleration vector. The following
European Space Agency (ESA) deep-space missions have estimated
SRP scale factors between 1.05 and 1.15 at different times over their
missions: Rosetta [2], Mars Express (MEX) [3], Venus Express
(VEX) [4], and Herschel/Planck [5]. However, the thermal radiation
has not been included in the acceleration models used during OD for
these ESA missions (or other typical deep-space missions). In
configurations where the thermal radiation and SRP acceleration
directions are nearly aligned, a large part of the estimated SRP scale
factors may inadvertently include thermal effects.

The main contribution of this study is to demonstrate, using
Rosetta as an example, that the majority of these SRP scale factors
can be explained with thermal radiation acceleration. Thus, by
replacing the artificial SRP scale factors with the thermal model, a
more realistic acceleration model (for both SRP and thermal
radiation) is obtained. Furthermore, if the thermal acceleration
remains unmodeled, OD observability may decrease due to
discrepancies between the predicted and actual accelerations (i.e., the
SRP model cannot properly account for the variations in the
thermally induced acceleration, both in terms of magnitude and
direction).

Although this paper focuses on the Rosetta spacecraft, these
thermal modeling and validation procedures have also been
performed for MEX and VEX with positive results. Because the
surface temperatures are calculated with simple steady-state thermal
heating, this model may be applicable to other interplanetary space-
craft. The majority of interplanetary missions (especially during
cruise phase) can be modeled with steady-state thermal heating
because the spacecraft does not experience eclipse and because the
attitude is three-axis stabilized and slowly changing. The thermal
model in this paper is primarily validated by comparing the predicted
accelerations with the accelerations derived from the operational OD
state estimates. Additional validation is achieved by comparing the
solar array temperatures from the simple thermal model with finite
element method (FEM) results and thermistor telemetry described
previously [6]. The approach in this paper may be useful for
implementation during cruise-phase mission operations, because the
predicted thermal radiation acceleration can be calculated easily
(e.g., compared with FEM).

Modeling of thermal radiation acceleration has typically been
focused on Earth-orbiting spacecraft with high-precision OD
requirements. The complexity of the transient heating (i.e., due to
eclipse events and variable spacecraft attitude relative to the sun and
Earth) usually requires detailed computational approaches. The
TOPEX/Poseidon mission used a macro-model of the spacecraft’s
main body surfaces and solar panels forODactivities; thismodelwas
validated offlinewith a computationally intensivemicromodel [7–9].
Vigue et al. [10] modeled the transient heating of the GPS satellites’
solar panels using FEM. Other examples of detailed computational
approaches include studies of ICESAT [11] and JASON-1 [12].
Simplified analytical models for transient heating scenarios are also
presented in [13].

However, thermal radiation effects on interplanetary spacecraft
have received less attention. A notable exception is the unexpected

acceleration observed on the Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft (the so-
called Pioneer Anomaly), which is possibly caused by steady
application of an imbalanced thermal force [14–17].

First, the Rosetta spacecraft configuration is briefly described,
followed by an explanation of the mission phases and OD process.
Then, the physical models for the gravitational, SRP, and thermal
radiation accelerations are presented. The remainder of themodeling
focuses on the thermal heating for Rosetta’s solar arrays and main
body as well as the procedure for calculating the surface temper-
atures. Comparisons are also made between the simple thermal
model, FEM results, and thermistor telemetry for the solar arrays.
The predicted thermal and SRP accelerations are compared with the
observed nongravitational accelerations extracted from the orbit
data, and these results are related to the previously estimated SRP
scale factors.

II. Spacecraft Description

The Rosetta spacecraft main body is roughly rectangular, with
dimensions of 2:8 � 2:1 � 2:0 m. The orientation of the spacecraft
mechanical frame (i.e., the body-fixed frame) relative to the structure
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The three-axis-stabilized spacecraft was
designed such that the sun usually lies in the �x, �z plane of Fm.
The solar arrays [19] are mounted on the�y and �y axes, and they
have single-axis rotational freedom of �180 deg about these axes.
Each solar array has an area of approximately 32 m2, and consists of
an aluminum honeycomb core and end-panels made of carbon fiber
reinforced plastic (CFRP). Thermal control [20] is achieved with
multilayer insulation (MLI) that covers most of the body and with
thermal radiators that are located on the�y body surfaces (because
these surfaces are in or near shadow, i.e., � is usually near 90 deg).

III. Data Analysis and Orbit Determination

The analysis intervals are focused on the cruise phase of the
mission when the spacecraft is in normal mode, where the attitude is
controlled with reaction wheels. The spacecraft’s near-sun
hibernation-mode periods are excluded, because the attitude is
controlled with thrusters (to savewear of thewheels). These intervals
are further restricted by the following conditions: no trajectory
control maneuvers and no rapid, large attitude slews. The latter
condition is set because a large change in spacecraft-sun geometry
violates the assumption of steady-state heat balance. A rapid attitude
maneuver is defined as having an angular velocity on the order of
degrees per hour; in general, the spacecraft’s attitude changes only
slowly during cruise. Figure 2 shows Rosetta’s orbit in the ecliptic
plane, from launch until the third Earth swingby (see [21] for

Fig. 1 Illustration of spacecraft (solar arrays not fully visible) andFm.

(Source illustration from [18].)
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additional details on the orbit design). The thick black lines on the
trajectory in Fig. 2 indicate the cruise periods used for analysis, and
Table 1 lists the dates of the indicated mission events.

The European Space Operations Centre (ESOC) performs OD
functions for Rosetta and the other ESA missions listed in the
introduction. During quiet but active cruise phases, the Rosetta orbit
determination has been based on two-way Doppler and range data
acquired predominantly during near-daily passes with the ESA 35-
m-diam deep-space antenna at NewNorcia inWesternAustralia. The
duration of the data arcs has varied between about one and several
months. The estimation process uses an epoch-state square-root
information filter that is theoretically equivalent to weighted least
squares but is numerically superior. Although colored noise variables
can be taken into account, they are not routinely included.

The two-way range-rate residuals have not exhibited any bias and
have a root mean square (rms) value typically in the range of 0.05 to
0:07 mm=s. The two-way range residuals have an rms value on the
order of 1 m. However, the range data are affected by systematic
errors, one source being the slow but unknownvariations in the group
delay of the onboard transponder. The biases are removed by esti-
mating them on a per-station, per-pass basis. The estimated magni-
tudes are almost always below 10 m. The tracking data processing
uses conservative weights, with 1-sigma values of 0:2 mm=s for the
range rate and 5 m for the range. Consecutive data arcs have been
chosen to overlap by at least twoweeks. Differences between the two
solutions for the state vector during the overlaps have usually been
less than or of the order of the 1-sigma values of the a posteriori error
estimates.

Other estimated parameters include the three orthogonal compo-
nents of the velocity change caused by angular momentum
desaturationmaneuvers, which are performed at intervals of between
one and two weeks. Because the thruster system is well balanced,
these perturbations are small; the estimates for the magnitudes are
almost invariably smaller than 1 mm=s.

The only other parameter that is routinely estimated, which is of
most importance in this study, is a scale factor correction to the main
component of the acceleration due to SRP. The SRP model uses the
size and shape of each of the spacecraft’s exterior surfaces as well as
their optical properties, as provided by the manufacturer, and the
spacecraft mass. For the orientation of the sun direction with respect
to the spacecraft’s body axes, and accounting for shadowing, the
model computes the nominal acceleration vector due to SRP, scaled
to 1 AU heliocentric distance. The main component along the sun-
spacecraft direction was always close to 1:3 � 10�7 m=s2 during the
analysis intervals of this study. The nominal orthogonal components
vary considerably but only up to levels two orders of magnitude
smaller. Within the OD, the nominal SRP acceleration components
are scaled by the inverse square of the heliocentric distance r
expressed in AU. Only a scale factor correction is estimated for the
main component; the two orthogonal components are treated as
consider parameters so that there is no effect on the estimates of the
solve-for parameters, but there is some degradation in the error
estimates.

The accuracy of the scale factor estimate depends mainly on three
factors: the length of the data arc, the observation geometry, and r.
Optimal observation geometry is close to opposition or inferior solar
conjunction, because then the SRPacceleration is directly observable
in the line-of-sight radiometric data. The worst-case geometry is
when the sun-spacecraft and Earth-spacecraft directions are near
orthogonal. The dependency on r is due to the choice of scale factor
correction rather than an acceleration correction. During the analysis
intervals, the 1-sigma uncertainty on the scale factor estimates were
within the range of below 1% up to about 2.5%.

The analysis in this study uses the orbit state extracted at the
desired times, expressed as the cartesian position and velocity vector
in the J2000 frame centered at the solar system barycenter (SSB).
This extraction step is performed using publicly available Fortran
routines provided by ESA.§ The software interpolates the OD
solutions at the desired times and automatically avoids interpolating
across the boundaries in the long-arc batch fits. The software uses
Hermite interpolation with polynomials varying from 7th to 15th
degree,fitting both the state andfirst derivative of the state to improve
accuracy.

The velocity is numerically differentiated using a three-point
secantmethod to calculateaobs�t�, the observed accelerationvector at
time t. The three-point secant method uses the velocity at t��t and
t ��t:

a obs�t� � 	v�t��t� � v�t��t�
=�2�t� (1)

where �t� 300 s is chosen to balance the numerical accuracy and
the speed of computations. The numerical differentiation is restricted
to the continuous batch OD solutions, because they are guaranteed to
be smooth within these regions (but may be discontinuous across a
long-arc fit boundary).

IV. Acceleration Models

After reconstructing the acceleration from the orbit state, the
results are compared with the predicted acceleration from the
physical models. This section describes the physical models for
the gravitational, SRP, and thermal radiation accelerations.

A. Gravity Model

The barycentric equations of motion [22] are used to calculate the
gravitational acceleration of the spacecraft relative to the SSB. The
spherical gravity effects from the sun, all the planets, and Pluto are
included in themodel. The positions of the bodies are calculated with
JPL’s DE421 ephemerides [23].
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Fig. 2 Rosetta orbit (solid black line) in mean ecliptic and equinox of

J2000 frame.

Table 1 Dates of selected mission events

Event Start (yyyy/mm/dd) End (yyyy/mm/dd)

Launch 2004/03/02
Cruise 1 2004/06/05 2004/09/08
First Earth swingby 2005/03/04
Cruise 2 2005/04/05 2006/07/28
Mars swingby 2007/02/25
Second Earth swingby 2007/11/13
Cruise 4-1 2008/01/28 2008/08/03
Asteroid Steins flyby 2008/09/05
Cruise 4-2 2008/10/06 2009/09/13
Third Earth swingby 2009/11/13

§Data available online at http://tasc.esa.int [retrieved 20 January 2010].
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B. Thermal Radiation Model

Stefan-Boltzmann’s law is used to model the diffuse thermal heat
flux qther out of a surface as a function of that surface’s properties
[24]:

qther � ��T4 (2)

where � � 5:67 � 10�8 W � m�2 �K�4. The corresponding accel-
eration caused by the hemispherical thermal radiation out of the
surface comes from Lambert’s cosine law:

a ther ��
2

3

qther
c

A

m
n (3)

Thus, the resulting acceleration is in the opposite direction of the
thermal radiation.

C. Solar Radiation Pressure Model

The SRP models the acceleration acting on a body caused by the
absorption and reflection of photons striking the flat, sunlit surfaces.
See [25] for earlier work that describes Rosetta’s SRP model. The
resulting acceleration is

a srp ��Csrp cos ��1 � �s�s � 2Csrp cos ���d=3� �s cos ��n (4)

where cos �� n � s, and

Csrp �
qsun
c

A

m
(5)

The solar flux in W=m2 is calculated with qsun � 1367=r2.
As mentioned in Sec. III, the SRP acceleration in this study is

calculated with ESOC’s mission operations software, which uses
planar polygons to represent the surfaces of the solar arrays, main
bus, and high-gain antenna (HGA). Shadowing is taken into account
by projecting each surface onto a plane perpendicular to the sun
direction, where the sunlit parts are described by an adaptive grid.

V. Thermal Analysis

The thermal model of Rosetta considers the steady-state heat
balance on the solar arrays and the�x and�z bus faces. These parts
of the model are described individually because thermal interaction
(e.g., conduction or radiation) between the solar arrays and the bus is
neglected. The appendix lists details of the thermal model that are
specific to Rosetta’s materials and construction. Note that the front
and rear surfaces of the solar array represent the sun-facing and
shadow-facing surfaces, respectively.

A. Solar Array Thermal Model

The two solar arrays are thermally modeled as a single combined
array because, in addition to neglecting interaction between the solar
arrays and the body, the two arrays have nearly identical sun-

orientation relative to the articulation axis. The heat balance equation
for the combined solar array is

qin � qf;out � qr;out (6)

Equation (6) can be rewritten by assuming that the heat output is due
solely to radiation [as defined in Eq. (2)]:

qin � �	�fT4
f � �r�Tr�T4

r 
 (7)

Note that, in Eq. (7), the emissivity of the rear side is modeled as a
function of the rear temperature (see Table 2).

Assuming that the rear solar array surface is always in shadow,
then any heat that is radiated out of the rear surface must have been
transferred through the array from the front surface. Thus,

qtrans � qr;out � ��r�Tr�T4
r (8)

and the heat transfer is expressed as

qtrans �GC�Tave�	Tf � Tr
 �GR	T4
f � T4

r 
 (9)

whereGC models the conduction through the aluminum honeycomb
core material, and GR models the radiation between the CFRP end
panels through the voids in the honeycomb cells [see Eqs. (A1) and
(A2) in the appendix]. Note that GC is modeled as a function of the
average honeycomb internal temperature, Tave � �Tf � Tr�=2.
Equations (7) and (9) represent a system of two equations, which can
be solved for the two temperatures Tf and Tr. Because these
equations are nonlinear, they can be solved using an iterative
numerical scheme.

The first step in calculating the solar array temperatures is to
calculate the heat input from the sun:

qin � qsun�f cos��sa� (10)

The approximation cos �sa � 1 can be used because �sa < 5 deg
during the analysis intervals. Next, Eq. (7) is rearranged for Tf:

Tf �
�
qin � ��r�Tr�T4

r

��f

�
1=4

(11)

Then, Eqs. (8) and (9) are combined and rearranged to yield

0�GC�Tave�	Tf � Tr
 �GR	T4
f � T4

r 
 � ��r�Tr�T4
r (12)

The iterative procedure to solve for Tf and Tr is as follows:
1) Pick an initial guess for Tr.
2) Substitute Tr into Eq. (11) and solve for Tf.
3) Substitute these values for Tr and Tf into Eq. (12).
4)Repeat the above stepswith different guesses ofTr until Eq. (12)

is sufficiently close to zero.

Table 2 Selected material properties for Rosetta’s solar arrays and MLI

Parameter Units Notation Value or formula

Solar array front surface

Emissivity unitless �f 0.783
Absorptivity unitless �f 0.843

Solar array honeycomb core

Thickness m h 0.022
Honeycomb core density kg �m�3 �h 16
Aluminum density kg �m�3 �Al 2770
Aluminum conductivity W �m�1 � K�1 k 109� 0:245�Tave � 273:15�
Emissivity of inner surfaces unitless �i 0.6

Solar array rear surface

Emissivity unitless �r 0:312� 3:288 � 10�3Tr � 5:33 � 10�6T2
r

Body MLI surface

Emissivity unitless �mli 0.86
Absorptivity unitless �mli 0.93
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B. Body Thermal Model

The process for calculating the body surface temperatures is more
straightforward than the process for the solar arrays. The thermal
acceleration effects from the �y body faces are neglected; because
both faces are nearly in shadow (i.e., n � s� 0), their accelerations
would have approximately equal magnitude and opposite direction
and, thus, approximately zero contribution to the net acceleration.
The bus faces under consideration are assumed to be entirely covered
with MLI. Also, any heat transfer among body faces is neglected.

The steady-state heat balance for an individual body face is simply
qout � qin. In thismodel, the heat output is the thermal radiation from
Eq. (2), qout � qther. The heat input consists of two components: a
heat input from the internal spacecraft components, which is
independent of body attitude, and a heat input from the sun, which is
dependent on body attitude. Thus, the heat balance on body faces
j 2 f�x;�x;�z;�zg is

�mli�T
4
j �

�
�mliqsun cos��j� � qmli if �j < �=2
qmli if �j  �=2

(13)

where qmli � 5 W=m2 is the radiated heat from the MLI that is
assumed to originate from the internal spacecraft components.

C. Temperature Comparisons

Figure 3 shows Tf and Tr calculated using the simple thermal
model described in this paper, as well as thermistor temperatures and
FEM results reproduced by Sugimoto et al. [6]. The FEM model
includes a box-shaped body and solar arrays but does not include the
HGA or other structural details. The solar arrays each have several
thermistors mounted behind the solar cells on the solar array front
surfaces. The thermistor temperatures shown represent the average of
the outermost (i.e., furthest from the body) sensors on both arrays,
sampled at various times during the mission. It is clear that the solar
array temperatures from the two modeling methods agree with each
other (and with the thermistor telemetry in the case of the front
surface) towithin several degrees, which gives additional confidence
in the presently described thermal model. Note that the thermistors
closer to the body show slightly less agreement because of heat soak-
back effects between the body and arrays.

VI. Results

The reconstructed acceleration aobs from Eq. (1) is now compared
with the calculated accelerations from the physical models. Because
aobs represents the total acceleration acting on the spacecraft, the
calculated gravitational acceleration can be subtracted from it to
define the observed nongravitational acceleration, aobsNG. The
percent errors E1 and E2 are defined as

E1 � 100 �
jaobsNG � asrpj
jaobsNGj

(14)

E2 � 100 �
jaobsNG � asrp � atherj

jaobsNGj
(15)

Thus,E1 represents the error in accounting for aobsNG with only SRP,
whereasE2 represents the error in accounting foraobsNG with the SRP
and thermal effects.

Figure 4 shows the percent errors E1 and E2 for each of the
analyzed cruise intervals (the data gaps represent hibernation modes
or maneuvers mentioned in Sec. III). The values forE1 are consistent
with the values of 1.05 to 1.10 reported by ESOC in the Rosetta SRP
scale factor estimates; this result is expected because both the ESOC
OD software and the current analysis use the same calculated SRP
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acceleration. Also, E2 is always less than E1, excluding outliers,
meaning that there is less error in the nongravitational acceleration
model when the thermal effects are included.

The components of aobsNG that are parallel and normal to the
spacecraft-sun direction can be defined, respectively, with the
following:

ak � aobsNG � s (16)

a? � jaobsNG � s�aobsNG � s�j (17)

Figure 5 shows the calculated values of ak and a? versus r. Note that
r is not monotonically increasing with time because the spacecraft
performs several gravity assists around Earth and Mars during its
mission (recall Fig. 2). Figure 5 shows that jakj is approximately 100
times larger than a?. Also, it is clear that ak is negative (meaning
aobsNG is pushing the spacecraft away from the sun) and that jakj is
decreasing as r increases. The behavior of ak matches that of an
acceleration that is dominated by SRP. The two sets of a? data that
extend above 0:3 � 10�9 m=s2 correspond to periods when
j�� �=2j> 1 deg, i.e., when the sun is outside the xz plane ofFm.

The calculated thermal acceleration ather can also be separated into
its components parallel and normal to the sun direction [i.e., using
Eqs. (16) and (17) but replacing aobsNG with ather]. Figure 6 shows
these components of ather; it is clear that the component in the sun
direction is largest in magnitude, with the normal component nearly
two orders of magnitude less. Comparing ak (the top plot in Fig. 5,
having magnitude 10�7 m=s2) with the sun-direction component of
ather (the top plot in Fig. 6, havingmagnitude 10�8 m=s2), it becomes

obvious how the thermal effects can account for nearly 10% of the
SRP acceleration.

It is useful to check the acceleration aE2
� aobsNG � asrp � ather

for correlation with � to see if unmodeled solar-induced thermal
effects on the�y body faces are amajor cause of the remaining error.
Figure 7 shows the components of aE2

, after rotating intoFm, plotted
versus �. This plot shows that changes in aE2

are correlated with
deviations of � from 90 deg. Also, the absolute value of the m2

component of aE2
is less than that from the other components (by an

order of magnitude in most cases). Thus, neglecting thermal effects
from the�y body faces was valid for the thermal model in this study.

VII. Discussion

The 1–3% in E2 (Fig. 4) is most likely caused by remaining errors
in the current SRP and thermal models, as well as in the calculated
acceleration (aobs) from the spacecraft’s OD solution. Even with
more detailed SRP and thermal models, the surface material
properties are not perfectly known and can changewith time. TheOD
accuracy generally decreases with increasing geocentric distance
(e.g., a conservative value for the 3-sigma position uncertainty is
40 km per 1 AU geocentric distance). Also, potential causes of the
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Fig. 6 Calculated thermal acceleration ather, in components parallel

and normal to sun direction, vs r.
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remaining errors can be seen by plotting E2 versus geocentric and
heliocentric distances (Fig. 8). Increasing E2 with geocentric
distance may be related to OD uncertainty, whereas increasing E2

with heliocentric distance may be an indication of mismodeling of
the SRP and thermal effects. In both plots of Fig. 8, a slight trend is
visible of increasing E2 with distance (except for some unexplained
deviations, e.g,, the downward hook at around 3 AU from the Earth).
However, from these plots it is difficult to separate the geocentric and
heliocentric correlations over the available range of distances. Other
effects that have not been consideredwould also have amuch smaller
contribution to the remaining error, namely, relativistic corrections
and additional gravity sources.

The solar array thermal model did not include the effects of
electrical power generation (i.e., the incident solar heat flux is
partially converted into power, and this part would not contribute to
the thermal acceleration), but Rosetta’s power system design allows
these effects to be neglected over the 1–2.25 AU range of r
considered in this study. The large solar arrays (ASA � 64 m2 total
area), which are the same design as those used for geostationary
satellites, are sized to provide sufficient power at end of life at
approximately 5 AU. The cruise-phase power conversion is approx-
imately constant at 500W [26]. Thus, the net power input to the solar
arrays that actually contributes to the thermal acceleration is
qinASA � 500 W. The fractional loss in the resulting thermal accel-
eration (due to the solar arrays) is then approximately 500=�qinASA�,
which can be calculated as 7 � 10�3r2 after substituting in Eq. (10)
and the values forASA and �f . This fractional loss (as a percentage) is
approximately 0.7% at r� 1 AU, and 3.5% at r� 2:25 AU.
Considering that the thermal acceleration from the solar arrays is
approximately half of the total thermal acceleration, then the worst-
case effective error (assuming r� 2:25 AU) caused by neglecting
the power conversion is approximately 1.7% in the final calculated
value of ather. Recalling that the magnitude of ather is approximately
10% of that of asrp, then the final error in E2 is on the order of 0.2%.
Although the electrical power generation effects are negligible for
this study, other missions or spacecraft designs may have to consider
these effects.

Some errors in the analysis may be due to the numerical differ-
entiation in Eq. (1), although the velocities extracted using the
interpolation scheme in the ESA software are quite smooth. The error
in the central-difference numerical differentiation method in Eq. (1)
is the sum of the truncation and round-off errors [27]. The truncation
error is v000�t��t2=6, where v000�t� is the third derivative of the
velocity. Although it is difficult to formulate a function for v000�t� (i.e.,
the time derivative of the jerk) that accounts for all of the forces acting
on the spacecraft, this truncation error can be approximated by
considering only the two-body gravity effects. Assuming Keplerian
motion and differentiating the magnitude of the jerk with respect to
time [28], and using heliocentric orbit elements for the cruise periods
in Fig. 2, the truncation error is approximately 10�11 m=s2. The
round-off error is eps=�t, where eps is the machine epsilon
expressed in units of v�t� (which is implemented in the software as
km=s). Given the selected value of�t� 300 s and double precision
computing having eps� 2 � 10�16 km=s, the round-off error is
approximately 7 � 10�16 m=s2. Thus, the numerical differentiation
error is below the analyzed acceleration, which is on the order of
10�9 m=s2 (Fig. 7).

One can question the rationale for calculating the observed
accelerations from the OD solution; philosophically, the solution is a
weighting of themeasurements and the OD dynamics model. Hence,
there will be some limit to the accuracy in the accelerations that can
be extracted from the solution that were notmodeled in thefirst place.
On the matter of extracting the thermal accelerations, particularly
normal to the sun direction, although the OD dynamics model does
not include thermal acceleration, the modeled SRP accelerations
include effects on the order of 10�9 m=s2 normal to the sun direction.
Thus, it is likely that some of this modeled acceleration would be
observable and thus appear in the bottom half of Fig. 5. Any
acceleration smaller than this (e.g., of order 10�10 m=s2) normal to
the sun direction would be difficult to analyze with a high degree of
certainty. Hence, the primary utility of the present methodology is to

validate the improvements in the SRP scale factors (i.e., Fig. 4),
which affect the accelerations along the sun direction. The next step
in further improving and validating the thermal acceleration models
would be to include the thermal effects in the OD process and
evaluate the postfit residuals using the tracking data arcs. Mazarico
et al. [29] present one example of such a procedure, where the
nonconservative force modeling of the atmospheric drag and SRP
effects on the Mars Odyssey and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
spacecraft was improved.

VIII. Conclusions

Existing theory on thermal radiation is used to develop a
straightforward thermal acceleration model that is applicable to
interplanetary spacecraft. Using the Rosetta spacecraft as an
example, the steady-state thermal heating of the spacecraft’s solar
arrays and body ismodeled. The thermalmodel neglects heat transfer
among the external surfaces and exploits the spacecraft’s symmetry
and sun-pointing geometry. The body surface temperatures are
solved in closed form, and the solar array front and rear surface
temperatures are solved with a simple iterative method. The thermal
model is validated by comparing the predicted acceleration with the
observed acceleration calculated from the operational orbit esti-
mates; the thermal model plus Rosetta’s preexisting solar radiation
pressure model can account for 97–99% of the nongravitational
acceleration during cruise. The thermal model’s predicted solar array
temperatures are also shown to agree with finite element method
results and thermistor telemetry to within several degrees. Adding
complexity to the thermalmodelwould likely not produce significant
gains in fidelity because of uncertainty in surface material thermo-
optical properties. Past interplanetary missions have not typically
included separate thermal radiation models, but experience on
several currentmissions shows that neglecting the thermal effects can
degrade the estimation of solar radiation pressure scale factors in the
orbit determination process. Thus, this thermal radiation model may
be easily incorporated in the mission operations for interplanetary
spacecraft, resulting in more realistic acceleration models for orbit
determination and orbit propagation.

Appendix: Thermal Model Specifications

Table 2 shows the necessary parameters that describe the thermo-
optical properties of Rosetta’s solar array surfaces and MLI, which
are obtained from previously published data [25]. The terms �f and
�f represent the effective values that take into consideration the
parameters for the solar cells, gaps between solar cells, solar cell
packing factors, and solar cell conversion efficiency [25].

Asmentioned in Sec. V.A, the heat transfer through the solar array
includes conduction through the aluminumhoneycombcorematerial
and radiation between the CFRP end panels through the voids in the
honeycomb cells. The honeycomb conduction coefficient ismodeled
with

GC�Tave� � 0:95k�Tave�AAl=h (A1)

where AAl � �h=�Al is a nondimensional parameter for the net
aluminum cross section per square meter of solar array. The
conductivity k is also a function of the average honeycomb
temperature (see Table 2). Note that the 0.95 coefficient in Eq. (A1)
accounts for extra heat resistance caused by the glued contacts
between the honeycomb core and end panels. The honeycomb
radiation coefficient is

GR � ��i�1 � AAl�=�2 � �i� (A2)

where the term �i=�2 � �i� comes from the radiation between two
infinite, parallel surfaces having equal emissivity [30].
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